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Abstract- This paper presents an investigation into
exploiting the population-based nature of Learning
Classifier Systems for their use within highly-parallel
systems. In particular, the use of simple accuracybased Learning Classifier Systems within the ensemble
machine approach is examined. Results indicate that
inclusion of a rule migration mechanism inspired by
Parallel Genetic Algorithms is an effective way to
improve learning speed.

has demonstrated excellent performance on a number of
data mining tasks. For example, Greenver’s [2000] XCS
was ranked third in the 2000 European Network on
Computational Intelligence (COIL) data mining
competition, being beaten only by algorithms
incorporating problem specific heuristics, and Wilson
[2001] used a version of XCS on the Wisconsin breast
cancer data to new levels of accuracy, producing rules that
highlighted previously unknown features of the data. XCS
builds a complete map of the given problem surface. That
is, a Genetic Algorithm [Holland, 1975] is used to
produce generalizations over the space of all possible
condition-class combinations. It has been highlighted that
XCS has the ability to create maximally general rules that
map the problem space in the production system format
using the most efficient rule-set possible [e.g., Butz et al.,
2004]. Importantly, this feature allows the user to examine
how the LCS has achieved its performance.
Within the wider machine learning community a
number of techniques have been proposed for the
discovery of hidden relationships between the variables of
a given dataset, such as rule induction algorithms (e.g.,
C4.5)[Quinlan, 1993], artificial neural networks, instancebased algorithms, statistical approaches [e.g., James,
1985], etc. As the amount of data being collected
continues to grow at a rapid rate, a number of parallel
computing implementations for data mining have been
presented to ease the use of such techniques, see for
example InfoCharger [George & Knobbe, 1999], SPRINT
[Shafer et al., 1996], and Weka-parallel [Celis &
Musicant, 2003] (overviews can be found in [Zaki & Ho,
2002][Freitas & Lavington, 1998]). In general such
systems are either data parallel, where the data is divided
between processors, or task parallel, where portions of the
search space are assigned to different processors. In the
former, the simultaneous consideration of outputs from
more than one algorithm for a given input presented to all
algorithms, e.g., by majority voting, has been found to
give improved performance over the traditional use of a
single algorithm [e.g., Dietterich, 2000]. This Ensemble
Machine approach would also appear to be ideally suited
for use on a super-computing resource since each
algorithm operates independently and so can be executed
in parallel on different processors before a final output is
determined; with a large number of processors available,
the potential use of large ensembles becomes possible for
large datasets. We consider the use of LCS within EMs
here.

1 Introduction
There is now widespread recognition that it is possible
to extract previously unknown knowledge from large
datasets using machine learning techniques. As the use of
machine learning for exploratory data analysis has
increased, so have the sizes of the datasets they must face
(Giga and Terabyte datasets are common place) and the
sophistication of the algorithms themselves. For this
reason there is a growing body of research concerned with
the use of parallel computing for data mining (e.g., see
[Zaki & Ho, 2000]). We are currently producing a supercomputing data mining resource which utilises a number
of advanced machine learning and statistical algorithms
for large datasets. In particular, a number of Evolutionary
Algorithms (EAs) and the Ensemble Machine (EM)
approach are being used to exploit the large-scale
parallelism possible in super-computing.
One of the most common ways for EAs to model a
dataset is through the use of production system rules, i.e.,
rules of the general form IF <condition> THEN <class>.
In these systems, known as Learning Classifier Systems
(LCS)[Holland, 1976], either each candidate solution is a
complete set of rules [Smith, 1980] or the EA manipulates
individual rules within a single rule-base/population (as in
[Holland, 1976]). Rules use conjunctive logic for each
input variable/feature in combination with implicit feature
selection through a generalization mechanism. The utility
of LCS to develop appropriate rules for mining tasks was
demonstrated in a number of early applications including
sequence prediction [Riolo & Robertson, 1988] and health
informatics [Bonelli & Parodi, 1991]. Bernado et al.
[2002] have shown how the most current versions of the
two LCS formalisms – GALE [Llora, 2002] and XCS
[Wilson, 1995] respectively – are extremely competitive
with a number of well-known machine learning techniques
(see also [Bull, 2004] for examples). XCS in particular

2 A Simple Accuracy-based LCS
In this paper we use a version of the simple accuracybased LCS termed YCS [Bull, 2005] which is a derivative
of XCS. YCS is without internal memory, the rulebase
consists of a number (N) of condition/action rules in which
the condition is a string of characters from the usual
ternary alphabet {0,1,#} and the action is represented by a
binary string. Associated with each rule is a predicted
payoff value (p), a scalar which indicates the error (ε) in
the rule’s predicted payoff and an estimate of the average
size of the niches (action sets - see below) in which that
rule participates (σ). The initial random population has
these parameters initialized to 10.
On receipt of an input message, the rulebase is
scanned, and any rule whose condition matches the
message at each position is tagged as a member of the
current match set [M]. An action is then chosen from those
proposed by the members of the match set and all rules
proposing the selected action form an action set [A]. A
version of XCS’s explore/exploit action selection scheme
will be used here. That is, on one cycle an action is chosen
at random and on the following the action with the highest
average payoff is chosen deterministically.
The simplest case of immediate reward (payoff P) is
considered here. Reinforcement in YCS consists of
updating the error, the niche size estimate and then the
payoff estimate of each member of the current [A] using
the Widrow-Hoff delta rule with learning rate β:
εj <- εj + β( |P - pj| - εj)
σj <- σj + β( |[A]| - σj)
pj <- pj + β( P - pj)

mechanism uses XCS’s time-based approach under which
each rule maintains a time-stamp of the last system cycle
upon which it was part of a GA. The GA is applied within
the current [A] when the average number of system cycles
since the last GA in the set is over a threshold θGA. If this
condition is met, the GA time-stamp of each rule is set to
the current system time, two parents are chosen according
to their fitness using standard roulette-wheel selection, and
their offspring are potentially crossed and mutated, before
being inserted into the rulebase as described above.
We use versions of the well-known multiplexer task in
this paper. These Boolean functions are defined for binary
strings of length l = k + 2k under which the k bits index
into the remaining 2k bits, returning the value of the
indexed bit. A correct classification results in a payoff of
1000, otherwise 0.
Figure 1 shows the performance of YCS on the 20-bit
multiplexer problem with N=2000, p#=0.6, µ=0.04, v=10,
χ=0.5, θGA=25 and β=0.2. After [Wilson, 1995],
performance from exploit trials only is recorded (fraction
of correct responses are shown), using a 50-point running
average, averaged over ten runs. It can be seen that
optimal performance is reached around 60,000 trails with
the average error dropping to roughly 10% of the payoff
range. Figure 1 also shows the average specificity
(fraction of non-# bits in a condition) for the LCS. That is,
the amount of generalization produced. The maximally
general solution to the 20-bit multiplexer has specificity
5/20 = 0.25 and YCS can be seen to produce solutions
with the same average specifity as this.

(1)
(2)
(3)

The original YCS employs two discovery mechanisms,
a panmictic GA and a covering operator. On each timestep there is a probability g of GA invocation. The GA
uses roulette wheel selection to determine two parent rules
based on the inverse of their error:

fj =

1
εj + 1
υ

(4)

Offspring are produced via mutation (probability µ)
and crossover (single point with probability χ), inheriting
the parents’ parameter values or their average if crossover
is invoked. Replacement of existing members of the
rulebase uses roulette wheel selection based on estimated
niche size. If no rules match on a given time step, then a
covering operator is used which creates a rule with the
message as its condition (augmented with wildcards at the
rate p#) and a random action, which then replaces an
existing member of the rulebase in the usual way.
Parameter updating and the GA are not used on exploit
trials.
In this paper, to aid the generalization process, the
panmictic GA is altered to operate within niches (see
[Butz et al., 2004][Bull, 2005] for discussions). The

Figure 1: Performance of YCS on 20mux problem.

3 Ensembles of LCS
Ensemble Machines [e.g., Ho et al., 1994] are machine
learning systems which consist of a number of
components that each individually produces a solution to a
problem. No one model will outperform all others for all

queries, hence the principle of ensemble machines is to
combine the output of several models to find an overall
solution that utilises the strength of the constituents and
compensates for their individual weaknesses. This
combination of algorithms is often constructed by
measuring and maximising the diversity (complementary
characteristics) between the individuals. We are unaware
of any previous use of LCS within ensembles for data
mining.
A number of investigators have examined the use of
LCS in other multi-system environments. Early examples
include Dorigo et al.’s (see [Dorigo & Colombetti, 1998]
for an overview) use of multiple LCS within a hierarchical
structure to control an autonomous robot and Seredynski
et al.’s [1995] examination of reward sharing in a simple
iterated game. More recently, Hercog and Fogarty [e.g.,
2002] used LCS to represent the agents of a simple game
and Bull et al. [e.g., 2004] used LCS to control roadtraffic junctions. There has also been some related work
within the field of computational economics. After
Holland and Miller [1991], a number of researchers have
used LCS to represent traders within artificial markets.
Early examples include [Marimon et al., 1990] and
[Palmer et al., 1994]. More recently, Bull [e.g., 1999]
considered Continuous Double-Auction markets and
Bagnall and Smith [e.g., 1999] modelled the energy
producers of the UK electricity market.
Figure 2 shows the performance of an ensemble of 10
YCS, each with the same parameters as that shown in
Figure 1. Here an explore trial consists of presenting each
LCS with a new random input string, with all functionality
as described above. An exploit trial consists of presenting
all LCS with the same random input string and using a
majority classification voting scheme such that, if 5 or
more LCS give the correct answer, the trial is consider to
have been a success. As can be seen, the number of trials
to reach optimality reduces to around 40,000 here, a
promising reduction in time of a third over the single LCS
above; a ten-fold reduction is, of course, unlikely.

Figure 2: Performance of YCS ensemble on 20mux problem.

4 Rule Sharing in Ensembles
For non-trivial problems the use of a simulated
evolutionary process can be very computationally
expensive. Therefore approaches have been proposed
which enable EAs to exploit parallel computing resources,
in particular, those which impose a structure upon the
population have been found most beneficial. Such
structure can consist of a number of interconnected
“islands” - sub-populations in a hypercube - between
which individuals are periodically shared [e.g., Cohoon et
al., 1987], or a planar grid of processors - one candidate
solution per node - across which good solutions diffuse
through localised breeding [e.g., Manderick & Spiessens,
1989]. Investigations have shown that performance
improvements can also be obtained by such approaches,
along with reductions in execution time, due to an
increased level of diversity within the global population
from the restricted mating schemes [e.g., Cantu-Paz,
2000]. Previous work on the evolution of data miners
using a fine-grained EA include [Folino et al., 2000] and
with the island approach [Neri & Giordana, 1995].
Given that each YCS consists of a population of coevolving rules, the island-model approach is analogous to
the LCS ensemble described in Section 3. However we
note that, with a very large number of locally connected
processors, the super-computer scenario is not unlike the
fine-grained EAs.
We have explored the inclusion of a rule migration
mechanism within the LCS-EM based on the island-model
EA. Here, on each explore trial, a probability ϕ is tested
within the given LCS. If the probability is satisfied, some
fraction φ of the rule-base is chosen (with replacement),
based on fitness, to be migrated using the same algorithm
as for GA reproduction. A recipient LCS is then chosen at
random from the other ensemble members. The recipient
inserts the new rules into its rule-base using the same
algorithm as for GA deletion.

Figure 3(a): Ensemble with low sharing rate and fraction.

Figure 3(b): Ensemble with low rate and high fraction.

Figure 3(c): Ensemble with high rate and low fraction.

Figure 3 shows the performance of the rule sharing
ensemble of 10 YCS on the 20-bit multiplexer problem
using the same parameters as before. The effects from
varying the rate at which rule sharing occurs and the
amount of rules then shared have been examined. Figure
3(a) shows the case with ϕ=0.001and φ=1%. These two
values are taken as “low” here. Similarly, Figure 3(d)
shows the case with ϕ=0.01 and φ=10%. These two values
being taken as “high” here. As can be seen, the reduction
in the learning time is about the same in all cases – around
20,000 trials, a reduction in time of two-thirds over the
single LCS. Thus rule-sharing is beneficial to the LCS
ensemble machine. However there is no significant
difference in the time taken for the average specificity to
approach that of the maximally general solution with any
combination of the rule sharing parameters.

Figure 3(d): Ensemble with high sharing rate and fraction.

Figure 4: Performance of YCS with N=20,000.

Figure 3 also shows how there is a decrease in the
average error, particularly when both parameters are high.
Conversely, empirical results with the island-model GA
[e.g., Cahoon et al., 1987] suggest that one parameter
should be high, with the other low for maximised benefit
from migration events. Average errors rise to around 30%,
or 25% in the high parameter case, and drop to 5% or
2.5% of the payoff range. This is in contrast to the average
errors dropping to around 10% in the previous
experiments.
We note that the overall ensemble contains ten times
as many rules as the traditional single system. Figure 4
shows how using a rule-base of N=20,000 provides the
same performance as the non-sharing ensemble (Figure 2),
i.e., an improvement over Figure 1. Thus, despite the
niche GA of the underlying LCS, a further niching affect
appears to exist within the rule sharing ensembles.

5 Niche-based Rule Sharing
As noted above, it is well-established [e.g., Butz et al.,
2004] that the triggered niche GA creates a significant
pressure within an accuracy-based LCS to produce rules
which are maximally general. That is, rules which only
consider the problem attributes which are predictive for
the given task. This is achieved by the fact that more
general and accurate rules participate in more niches ([A])
than specific but equally accurate rules, which means the
former experience more reproductive opportunities than
the latter. Thus rule discovery is niche-based. The
previous rule migration mechanism is, like island-model
GAs, panmictic; selection for which rules to migrate
occurs across the whole rule-base/population. Parallel
GAs are known to benefit from a niching affect and the
results above indicate this is also true for LCS-EM.
However the panmictic scheme requires (potentially)
considerable extra processing within each LCS to identify
the rules to be migrated.
We have also investigated a niche-based rule migration
scheme which draws on the underlying rule discovery
mechanism of the simple accuracy-based LCS. Here each
rule maintains a time-stamp of the last system cycle upon
which it was part of a rule migration event. Migration is
applied within the current [A] when the average number of
system cycles since the last rule sharing in the set is over a
threshold θSH. If this condition is met, the migration timestamp of each rule in the given [A] is set to the current
system time, a single rule is chosen according to their
fitness using the standard roulette-wheel selection, before
being inserted into the rulebase of another member of the
ensemble as described above. Again, this only occurs on
explore trials.

Figure 5(a): Ensemble with θSH =10.

Figure 5(a) shows the performance of the ensemble
with θSH =10. As can be seen, the time taken to reach
optimal behaviour is reduced to around 10,000 trials.

Experiments with the panmictic scheme indiciate that
much higher levels of migration, e.g., ϕ=0.1, do not give
faster performance than in Section 4 (not shown).
Figure 5(b) shows how, even with a larger value of θSH
(e.g., θSH=100), roughly the same performance is obtained
from this mechanism. We therefore conclude that not only
is the scheme less computationally expensive but it is able
to exploit the propagation of more general, accurate rules
by the triggered niche GA across the LCS ensemble. This
scheme would also result in less data being passed interprocessor than under the panmictic scheme.

Figure 5(b): Ensemble with θSH =100.

6 Conclusions
This paper has presented an initial investigation into
exploiting the population-based nature of Learning
Classifier Systems for their use within highly-parallel data
mining systems. We are particularly interested in the use
of the data parallel ensemble machine approach with
extremely large data sets, e.g., Terabytes, since it allows a
divide-and-conquer approach to data manipulation
(distributed storage). Results indicate that inclusion of a
rule migration mechanism inspired by Parallel Genetic
Algorithms can be an effective way to improve learning
speed in LCS-EM. A reduction in the time taken to
achieve optimality to around a sixth of the original was
achieved here. The system as a whole received ten times
as many evaluations as the traditional single LCS system
of course, but under a parallel implementation this is not
the main concern; with very large data sets, the actual data
processing time to build effective models is the critical
factor. We are currently incorporating the approach into a
super-computer data mining resource.
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